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Abstract
Background: Estimating relatedness is an important step for many genetic study
designs. A variety of methods for estimating coefficients of pairwise relatedness from
genotype data have been proposed. Both the kinship coefficient ϕ and the fraternity
coefficient ψ for all pairs of individuals are of interest. However, when dealing with
low-depth sequencing or imputation data, individual level genotypes cannot be
confidently called. To ignore such uncertainty is known to result in biased estimates.
Accordingly, methods have recently been developed to estimate kinship from uncer‑
tain genotypes.
Results: We present new method-of-moment estimators of both the coefficients ϕ
and ψ calculated directly from genotype likelihoods. We have simulated low-depth
genetic data for a sample of individuals with extensive relatedness by using the
complex pedigree of the known genetic isolates of Cilento in South Italy. Through this
simulation, we explore the behaviour of our estimators, demonstrate their properties,
and show advantages over alternative methods. A demonstration of our method is
given for a sample of 150 French individuals with down-sampled sequencing data.
Conclusions: We find that our method can provide accurate relatedness estimates
whilst holding advantages over existing methods in terms of robustness, independ‑
ence from external software, and required computation time. The method presented in
this paper is referred to as LowKi (Low-depth Kinship) and has been made available in
an R package (https://github.com/genostats/LowKi).
Keywords: Kinship, Fraternity coefficient, Low-depth, Sequencing data, Genotype
likelihoods, Moment estimators

Background
Accurate estimates of genetic relatedness between individual organisms are essential for
a wide range of study designs and analyses strategies currently at play in plant, animal, or
human genetics. These kinship or fraternity coefficients that describe the similarity and
extent of shared origin between genomes have a variety of use in genetics. The Genetic
Relationship Matrix (GRM) of a sample of individuals is the symmetric matrix of their
kinship coefficients. Its eigen-decomposition produces the Principal Components
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Analysis (PCA) of the sample, which unravels its geographic structure [1]; its use can
even be traced back to Cavalli-Sforza who summarised the allelic variations across a few
dozen loci by their first principal component [2]. In the Genome Wide Association Studies (GWAS) era, the first principal components have been used to control for population stratification [3]. The GRM is also used as a variance component in Linear Mixed
Models, either for controlling population stratification in GWAS [4] or for estimating
narrow-sense heritability [5, 6]. Incorporating the matrix of fraternity coefficients in the
model allows to compute the dominance component of heritability as well [7, 8]. Furthermore, estimates of the two matrices permit the identification of related individuals
in the sample and help characterise the relationships between pairs; for example, the fraternity matrix helps to differentiate sibling pairs from parent–offspring pairs.
These coefficients may currently be estimated in a large variety of ways, and a multitude of methods have been proposed. One’s data characteristics and envisaged analyses will dictate the most appropriate method to be used. For overviews of the current
options for relatedness estimation, and its utility, we point the reader to [9–12] and references therein.
In recent years the cost of whole-genome sequencing (WGS) has continued to tumble.
Accordingly, more and more study designs have emerged that require large sample sizes
to power their analyses. The depth of sequencing carried out over a large sample will
have a significant effect on a researcher’s budget. Whilst the accuracy of genotyping is
highly dependent on the depth [13], there are often more advantages to being able to
sequence a large number of individuals but at a low depth than sequencing far fewer
individuals at a high depth. Recent high profile association studies using this approach
include [14] and [15]. Low-depth sequencing data were used in many of the cohorts participating in the Haplotype Reference Consortium panel [16] as well. Furthermore, shallow sequencing is often unavoidable in the expanding field of ancient DNA, where the
possibilities of sequencing DNA from remains of long deceased organisms [17] are being
widely explored. Whilst technological advances allow for greater and greater accuracy in
this field, in some circumstances, sequencing to a high depth may simply not be feasible
due to the paucity of available genetic material. Another area where genetic material of
high quality might be difficult to ascertain is in the study of wild animal populations
where DNA is collected from more challenging sources such as hair, feathers, egg membranes or similar [18].
In adaptation to this recent trend of low-depth sequencing studies, a number of methods have been proposed to estimate relatedness coefficients from such datasets. The
specificity of these methods is that they work upon genotype likelihoods or posterior
probabilities, thus incorporating the uncertainty of genotype calls. These include Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based methods [19], maximum likelihood expectation based
methods [20–22], and method-of-moment estimates [23]. The former two approaches
can be computationally heavy while moment-based-estimators present a quick and simple alternative. However, the loss of information entailed by analysing genotype likelihoods as a proxy for true genotypes will lead to biased estimates of relatedness which
methods using moment-based estimators need to account for.
Moment-based methods have so far only been developed for estimation of the kinship coefficient and SEEKIN, the one software that performs this estimation, requires an
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intermediate imputation step from an existing HMM method. We propose here LowKi,
a method to directly estimate genetic relatedness matrices from genotype likelihoods
in a single step, which is available at https://github.com/genostats/LowKi and works in
conjunction with the genetic data management and analysis R-package ‘Gaston’ [24].
To assess our approach, we have analysed both simulated and real data. Firstly, we
used a simulation dataset which consists of 1,444 individuals with simulated WGS data
derived from the complex pedigree structure of the genetic isolates of Cilento [25–27].
This simulation dataset was first produced to assess phasing and imputation methods
[28] before being used as a tool to explore heritability estimation [28]. Here we overlay a
second layer of data simulation to convert our simulated sequencing data into low-depth
sequencing data. To complement our simulation analysis, we also apply our models to
a real dataset of 150 individuals from the FranceGenRef [29, 30] WGS panel (LABEX
GENMED http://www.genmed.fr/). These individuals have been sequenced to a depth
of 30–40× so we down-sampled individual bam files to create a dataset representative of
WGS data at a depth of 2.5×. Finally, we tested our method in other diverse sequencing
scenarios using simulated datasets based on haplotypes from the 1000 Genomes Project
[31].
Our aim was to show that we can recover relatedness matrices similar to GRMs calculated on high quality genotypes from low-depth data in an expedient manner. We compared our approach to two existing methods which are capable of handling WGS data
and accept genotype likelihood data as the input: SEEKIN (v1.01) [23] and NGSRelateV2
(v2) [20, 21]. LowKi calculates moment estimates of kinship and fraternity in the form
of a genetic relatedness matrices (GRMs) with suitable adjustments for the genotype
uncertainty that is present with low-depth WGS data. SEEKIN provides moment-estimators for kinship only, using a similar approach to LowKi but requiring an intermediate imputation step, typically performed by the software BEAGLE [32]. NGSRelateV2
uses maximum likelihood estimation and computes a wider range of relatedness statistics (kinship, fraternity, inbreeding, and Jacquard’s 9 identity coefficients). It can typically be used in conjunction with ANGSD [33], a bioinformatics suite for handling both
raw and previously-processed sequencing data. We show here that LowKi’s estimates are
competitive in terms of accuracy and less time consuming to compute than those provided by alternative software.

Results
Overview of LowKi
′

′

For a pair of individuals i and i , LowKi provides estimates of ϕ ii , the kinship coefficient
′
of individuals i and i . This is the probability that a pair of randomly drawn alleles from
′
individual i and i at the same locus will be in a state of Identity-by-Descent (IBD). LowKi
′
also provides a moment-estimate of ψ ii the fraternity coefficient which is the proportion
′
of the genome for which individuals i and i share two pairs of alleles at the same locus
(IBD = 2).
In the development of LowKi, first ‘naïve’ moment estimators were defined by an
approximation of the construction of the classical moment estimators used for genotype
data; but based on individual genotype likelihoods. These estimators, which are referred
to as ‘unadjusted estimates’ in this study, were observed to be biased. We observed that
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as the average read depth decreases, the observed bias increases. It is indeed intuitive
that additional uncertainty or ‘fuzziness’ in the genotype likelihoods gives a stronger
downward bias in a moment-estimate. This makes sense when considering that the additional fuzziness represents an increasing lack of information about the genotypes as random error contributions to the genotype likelihoods (occurring independently between
individuals) become more and more prevalent. We fit regression models between pointwise moment estimators and a summary statistic of the genotype likelihood fuzziness
to obtain LowKi’s final estimates (denominated in the text as ‘adjusted estimates’). A full
description of the LowKi calculation and bias correction are presented in the Methods.
Relatedness estimation from genotype likelihoods in CilentoSim

Our primary simulation dataset (here denoted as ‘CilentoSim’ and described in the
Methods) comprises 1444 individuals and 490,995 genetic variants across the 22 autosomal chromosomes. We established that this variant set was appropriate for the calculation of a GRM as this set captured the known pedigree structure of Cilento. This
is seen by comparing the kinship and fraternity GRMs (calculated from the simulated
genotypes) to the true IBD sharing matrices calculated based on records of all haplotype mosaics created in the simulation (see ’Methods’) (Additional file 1: Fig. S1). For
kinship, the genotype-based GRM gave a very precise estimate of the exact simulated
IBD-sharing fractions. For fraternity, the GRM estimates are highly correlated with the
simulated IBD-sharing but we observed lower precision compared to kinship.
We artificially reduced the depth of our simulated sequencing data by drawing random
alleles from each simulated individual genotype to a specified depth and then replacing,
in our simulation, each true genotype with three genotype likelihoods. The method used
here is based on the simulation proposed by Kim et al. [34], uses a simplified version of
the genotype likelihood model of GATK [35–37], and is described fully in the Methods. We used this additional layer of simulation to give new datasets with average read
depths of 2.5×, 5×, and 10×.
We applied our method LowKi alongside SEEKIN and NGSRelateV2. We chose to
compare the two moment estimators, LowKi and SEEKIN to the ‘Full GRM’ estimates
obtained from complete simulated genotypes, which is the best estimation a moment
estimate can achieve. It was more meaningful to compare NGSRelateV2, which is a maximum likelihood estimator, to the simulated IBD sharing probabilities (which are similar
but not identical to the Full GRM estimates, see Additional file 1: Fig. S1a).
In Fig. 1a and b the off-diagonal coefficients of the relationship matrices estimated by
LowKi and SEEKIN, respectively, are thus compared against the ‘Full GRM’ estimates,
while in Fig. 1c the coefficients computed by NGSRelateV2 are compared to the IBD
sharing probabilities. This choice of different reference coefficients has virtually no effect
in the case of kinship coefficients, but when it comes to fraternity coefficients, there’s
some sizeable differences between Full GRM estimates and IBD sharing probabilities;
for this reason, we also compared LowKi estimates to the later, see Additional file 1: Fig.
S1b.
LowKi is able to recover the structure of the Full GRM kinship and fraternity matrices (Fig. 1a); SEEKIN and NGSRelateV2 also performed strongly. The mean-squared
error (MSE) between the estimators and their respective benchmarks are also given
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Fig. 1 a LowKi estimates for kinship and fraternity for CilentoSim. Off-diagonal elements of the estimated
kinship and fraternity matrices against the true simulated IBD sharing coefficient in CilentoSim at three
different simulated mean read depths (2.5×, 5×, and 10×). The number of variants (M) and the time (T)
required for the calculation of both kinship and fraternity matrices are overlaid on the figure (for SEEKIN the
time refers only to the calculation of kinship). The mean-squared error (MSE) between the estimators and
their respective benchmarks are also given. b–c Corresponding estimates from SEEKIN (kinship only) and
NGSRelateV2
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in Fig. 1a–c showing that all methods increased their precision as the simulated mean
depth increased. Run-times and number of SNPs considered are also given. In Additional
file 1: Fig. S2, Fig. 1a is repeated with the inclusion of the ‘Unadjusted Estimates’ from
our model that are downwardly biased by a multiplicative factor; demonstrating the efficiency and necessity of the adjustment procedure and the previously described observation that the magnitude of the bias increased as the average read depth decreased. While
the bias adjustment procedure performs well, the discrepancy between the Full GRM
fraternity coefficients and the true IBD sharing, visible on the first row of Additional
file 1: Fig S1a, hampers the performance of LowKi for these coefficients, as seen in Additional file 1: Fig S1b. This phenomenon might be exacerbated in this particular dataset,
in which there is a substantial level of inbreeding, which is not accounted for by methodof-moment estimates.
Finally, it was observed that at 10× LowKi slightly underestimated the fraternity coefficients in CilentoSim. Further simulations were performed (see Additional file 1: Fig.
S3a–b) to investigate this observation. It was seen that whilst there was no issue for
estimating kinship, fraternity would be underestimated by LowKi when analysing genotype-likelihoods from relatively high-depth data (10× and beyond). However, above
10×, GRMs based on hard-called genotypes perform well for estimating fraternity and so
there would not be an advantage in using LowKi in any case.
Comparison to existing software on simulated data

SEEKIN only produces an estimate for the kinship matrix and indeed uses in part a similar moment-estimator to our method presented here. SEEKIN gave very accurate kinship
estimates. The key specificities of SEEKIN involve an intermediate step of the imputation software BEAGLE (v4.1) [32], the leveraging of an external reference panel (here
the 1000 Genomes Project phase 3 haplotype reference panel [31] was used) and a reweighting based on the imputation quality of variants in the summation that forms each
GRM entry. As the initial step of BEAGLE cannot be avoided, we included the runtime
of BEAGLE into the runtime of SEEKIN. For low-depth data, running BEAGLE is very
time consuming. We followed the recommendations for using BEAGLE as described by
the authors of SEEKIN. The use of BEAGLE will change the data in two particular ways:
firstly, the uncertainty present in the initial data will be largely removed as BEAGLE
will effectively take the prior information given to it in the form of genotype likelihoods
and add precision based on similarities between pairs of individuals in the sample, or
between individuals in the sample and the external panel of reference haplotypes, using
the same haplotype clustering HMM machinery as is applied in BEAGLE’s haplotype
phasing and genotype imputation methods. Secondly, running BEAGLE is likely to imply
the removal of some variants. For example, on our simulated dataset with genotype likelihoods created using a mean depth of 2.5×, for our initial dataset of 490,995, BEAGLE
returns information for only 340,464 variants. In Additional file 1: Fig. S4, the difference
in precision is displayed between the initial genotype likelihoods supplied to BEAGLE
(for a random selection of 25,000 variants) and the posterior genotype probabilities. This
demonstrates the importance of the use of BEAGLE to the SEEKIN method.
A different and more refined approach is proposed by NGSRelateV2 which directly
estimates relatedness parameters through maximum likelihood estimation. Indeed,
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for the fraternity matrix, the true IBD coefficients were estimated more precisely with
NGSRelateV2 than with a GRM on simulated genotypes (Additional file 1: Fig. S1). This
software also produces additional information as it gives estimates for all nine condensed
identity-by-descent states. NGSRelateV2 gave very accurate estimates for both kinship
and fraternity in the CilentoSim analysis though did require extensive amounts of running time on default settings. NGSRelateV2 is multithreaded and uses four threads as a
default; we did not alter this default setting. Using more than the four default threads
would give an increase in speed but this software will remain computationally expensive
for large sample sizes.
Testing with real data

We also applied our method, SEEKIN, and NGSRelateV2 to a set of real genotypes. 150
individuals with WGS data were made available to us from the FranceGenRef panel; of
which all individuals are not closely-related except for two pairs of siblings. We downsampled this dataset from 30–40× to 2.5× in order to create realistic low-depth WGS
data. The estimates of the Kinship and Fraternity matrix entries for these two sibling
pairs are given in Table 1. We also include the unadjusted estimates of LowKi to demonstrate the initial bias affecting its moment estimates that the adjustment procedure
aims to correct. Moment-estimators on down-sampled data are to be compared against
moment-estimators on the original 30–40× data, while estimates from NGSRelateV2 on
down-sampled data are more pertinently compared to the estimates of NGSRelateV2
applied the original 30–40× data. Having observed in the simulation study that GRM
estimates of fraternity based on genotypes from WGS data (Full GRM) may not necessarily agree with NGSRelateV2 (which in fact gave superior estimates—Additional
file 1: Fig. S1), it would not be meaningful to benchmark NGSRelateV2 on low-depth
data against Full GRM estimates. Furthermore, GRM estimates rely on naively estimating minor-allele frequency from within the sample. As 150 is a relatively small sample
size, this was an additional reason to expect a different baseline in estimates between
a Full GRM and NGSRelateV2 (which has a specific internal mechanism for estimating
Table 1 Analysis of FranceGenRef data. ϕ is the estimate of the two siblings’ unobserved kinship
coefficient ϕ
WGS data at
30–40×

Down-sampled WGS data at ~ 2.5×

Gaston
NGSLowKi
Full GRM RelateV2 (Unadjusted)*
Sibling Pair 1 ϕ 0.258
Sibling Pair 2 ϕ 0.216

LowKi

BEAGLE
+
LowKi

BEAGLE +
SEEKIN

NGSRelateV2‡

0.268

0.122

0.278

0.265

0.268

0.256

 0.294
ψ

0.379

0.059

0.185

0.255

†

0.459

0.228

0.100

0.223

0.225

0.226

0.216

 0.196
ψ

0.270

0.035

0.115

0.166

†

0.367

M (number of variants)

1,009,181

1,009,181 949,075

949,075

1,009,181

Time

4 min

4 min

15 h **

6h

15 h**

 is the estimate of the two siblings’ unobserved fraternity coefficient ψ . (*) Unadjusted values from LowKi, similar to in
ψ

Additional file 1: Fig. S2. (**) The time required for these estimators is almost entirely due to BEAGLE, both LowKi and SEEKIN
require only a few minutes. (†) SEEKIN does not provide estimates of ψ . (‡) NGSRelateV2 results on down-sampled data
should be compared to results from the same software but applied to the original data that had not been down-sampled
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minor-allele frequencies). This was indeed the case as seen in the analysis of WGS data
at 30–40× in Table 1.
All methods were able to distinguish the two sibling pairs as being closely related
compared to all other pairs (Additional file 1: Fig. S5). All methods produced accurate
estimates for the kinship coefficient but the fraternity coefficient proved difficult for
both LowKi and NGSRelateV2 to estimate accurately. One intuitive solution is to use
the same approach as SEEKIN and first perform imputation with BEAGLE; this allowed
us to improve our estimates of the fraternity coefficients between the two sibling pairs
(Additional file 1: Fig. S5, panel (c)) at the cost of incurring a long run time equivalent
to the BEAGLE + SEEKIN strategy. In every case, LowKi underestimates both fraternity
coefficients; however, NGSRelateV2 appeared to give overestimations compared to its
estimates on WGS data at 30–40× for the same sibling pairs (Table 1, Additional file 1:
Fig. S5).
Testing other sequencing scenarios

We created further simulated datasets using the data from the 1000 Genomes Projects
to test LowKi in additional and more diverse settings. We wished to assess the performance of LowKi in the case of very low depth data (Additional file 1: Figs. S6–7) and
in the case of a sample containing individuals sequenced at different sequencing depths
(Additional file 1: Fig. S8). In both of these analyses, we also applied NGSRelateV2. Furthermore, we also tested LowKi’s performance for a very small sample size of just 20
individuals (Additional file 1: Fig. S9).
To test data of very low depth, we simulated 200 individuals including a small proportion of related pairs, and 200,000 SNPs with a mean read-depth that varied between
0.1× and 3× . Details of the simulation set-up are given in the Methods. As in previous analyses, LowKi is benchmarked against Full GRM estimates, and NGSRelateV2 is
benchmarked against simulated IBD-sharing (Additional file 1: Figs. S6–7). We observed
that LowKi was able to give a reasonable estimate of the kinship at all depths tested.
For fraternity however, below 1× it was not possible to distinguish unrelated and related
pairs. NGSRelateV2 also performed well for kinship at all depths but equally struggled to
correctly estimate fraternity at very low-depths on the same data. Indeed, for fraternity,
LowKi gave under-estimations whereas NGSRelateV2 tended to give over-estimations
which corresponds with our analysis of the two sibling pairs in the real data example
FranceGenRef (Table 1).
To simulate a sample with variable read-depths per individual, we again simulated 200
individuals and 200,000 SNPs, and specified four groups of 50 individuals that would
have mean-depths of 2×, 3×, 4×, and 5× respectively. The model of LowKi does not
take into account such within-sample heterogeneity; nevertheless, reasonable estimations of kinship and fraternity were recovered (Additional file 1: Fig. S8) though the precision was lower than when analysing a sample with uniform read-depths. NGSRelateV2
also coped well with this mixture of different read-depths but also gave much less precise
estimations compared to other analyses (eg. Fig. 1c) where comparable read-depths were
used. We would advise caution in applying LowKi to datasets containing individuals with
very different sequencing depths as this heterogeneity is not taken into account. One
potential solution for this scenario could be to implement imputation using BEAGLE in
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order to smooth-out the heterogeneity between different samples; though of course this
would imply a much greater computational time.
To test LowKi for small sample sizes, we created a sample of 20 individuals with a
simulated depth of 2×. Running LowKi on these 20 individuals alone gave imprecise
estimates but an improvement could be attained by harnessing minor-allele frequencies estimated from a 2nd independent group of 100 individuals simulated in parallel
under the same settings (Additional file 1: Fig. S9). NGSRelateV2 was also tested on this
small sample and also provided with the same external minor allele frequencies; as with
LowKi, imprecise results were attainted. In the case of small sample sizes, wherein allele
frequencies cannot be accurately estimated, we would advise that this external allelefrequency option be used. This would necessitate first obtaining appropriate allele frequencies from an external source, but would give better results than the default settings
of LowKi which were conceived to provide fast kinship and fraternity estimates from
large sample sizes. Note that LowKi allows to calculate maximum likelihood estimates
of minor allele-frequencies [34] from external data (low-depth or otherwise) to facilitate
the analysis of small sample sizes.

Discussion
It is intuitive that with data of the huge breadth of the whole human genome, even when
the quality of sequencing data is extremely low, relatedness between individuals should
still be captured. Existing methods have either involved maximum likelihood estimation
or moment-estimators of relatedness coefficients. The former estimators carry a high
computation burden and require a modelling of the mechanism that links true genotypes to genotype likelihoods. The latter, moment estimators, have a lower computational burden, but will however suffer from bias. This can either be dealt with using an
intermediate imputation algorithm to improve the data as is the case of SEEKIN that
requires BEAGLE; or by attempting to explicitly account for the bias as in the method
we have developed here. LowKi represents very rapid moment-estimates of kinship and
fraternity from large samples of individuals sequenced at low-depth, whilst remaining
competitive in terms of accuracy with leading software NGSRelateV2 which uses more
complex maximum likelihood methods. It is worth noting however that NGSRelateV2’s
accuracy is better than LowKi’s, which reflects the general superiority of maximum likelihood estimates over method-of-moments estimates.
By estimating orthogonal components for additive and non-additive genotypic
effects, we constructed a moment estimator for the kinship and the fraternity coefficient from low-depth data. Such a moment-estimator has never been provided for
fraternity by an alternative software. Estimation of fraternity is important for classifying relatives and also for exploring the effects of non-additive genetic effects [8].
Our moment-estimators for fraternity were sufficient to distinguish pairs of siblings
in the analysis of FranceGenRef where even NGSRelateV2 returned slightly imprecise
estimates of fraternity from data down-sampled to 2.5×. For the fraternity matrix our
re-adjusted estimators were not as accurate as for kinship, though it was clear that
fraternity coefficients are harder to estimate and are not always perfectly estimated
with moment-estimators even when using genotype data. Both LowKi and NGSRelateV2 struggled to estimate fraternity from data with very low sequencing depths.
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Globally, NGSRelateV2 performed very strongly in our study, particularly in the
large and complex scenario of the large simulated isolated population dataset based
on the Cilento isolates. The key drawback was that longer computational times were
required for NGSRelateV2; whereas LowKi’s moment estimators could be attained
relatively quickly.
To correct for bias in the estimates of LowKi, we introduced an innovative yet simple regression-based approach. The adjustment method proposed should be robust
to different sources of bias arising from genotype uncertainty coming from different
types of bioinformatics pipeline. This could give more flexibility than likelihood-based
methods such as lcMLkin [22] or NGSRelateV2, as well as similar methods proposed
for estimating inbreeding coefficients [19]. Note that we did not test lcMLkin here
following its assessment in the publication presenting SEEKIN [23]. The adjustment
technique developed here for LowKi could be harnessed in other areas of research
involving low-depth sequencing data.
We showed that the alternative to such bias-correction, using an external imputation algorithm, could also lead to lengthy run times and a reliance on the accuracy
of the external algorithm. Notwithstanding such observations, the methodology of
SEEKIN that uses the intermediate step of BEAGLE is clearly highly effective and
could also be used in conjunction with LowKi. Indeed, BEAGLE probably worked
particularly well in the case of our CilentoSim dataset due to the many pairs of
very closely related individuals in the sample. However, in the circumstance where
only a small sample size is present or when an appropriate reference panel cannot
be ascertained (both might be the case in studies of ancient DNA or small isolated
populations for examples), it is beneficial to have a method for proceeding directly to
relatedness estimates from genotype likelihood data; which LowKi provides.

Conclusion
LowKi was effective at computing accurate kinship and fraternity matrices in a large
sample of individuals with a full spectrum of IBD-sharing between pairs of related
individuals in a detailed simulation study. We complemented this analysis by assessing
an example of real low-depth genetic data from FranceGenRef, where our re-adjusted
relatedness coefficient estimates were able to quickly and accurately identify the pairs
of siblings in the sample. By analysing real data, we have illustrated that our estimators
perform well outside of the idealised setting of a simulation. Real data will harbour phenomena such as allele-balance bias [38] or region-specific sequencing error rates [39] so
it was important to verify our estimators on an example of true sequencing data.
When compared to existing methods, LowKi does not require the use of intermediate software such as BEAGLE and thus requires by far the least computation time.
The innovative adjustment method applied in LowKi gives flexibility to the method
to account for different possible sources of bias. The LowKi methods proposed here
for estimating relatedness have been made available at https://github.com/genostats/
LowKi and work in conjunction with the existing R-package Gaston. This represents a
fast and accurate standalone option for computing kinship and fraternity coefficients
from low-depth sequencing data.
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Methods
Throughout, the index i ∈ 1, . . . , N will denote individuals (with two different individ′
uals denoted as i and i ) and j ∈ 1, . . . , M will indicate bi-allelic genetic variants. Individual level genotype data are denoted as G ij which take values in {0, 1, 2} for the three
possible genotypes AA, Aa, and aa, respectively.

Simulation of low‑depth data

Existing simulated WGS data for 1,444 individuals based on the pedigree of the Cilento
isolates was our starting point [8]. These simulated individuals were constructed as
mosaics of haplotype chunks sourced from the UK10K imputation panel. The formation of mosaic haplotypes from the UK10K imputation reference panel [40] has been
described in two previous studies [8, 28]. The individuals share chunks in accordance
with the known pedigree of Cilento by means of gene-dropping [41] onto the pedigree.
By recording the source of each chunk (within the UK10K), we have knowledge of the
exact IBD-sharing probabilities in the simulated population. For this study, we added
an additional layer of simulation to translate simulated genotypes into simulated genotype-likelihoods typical of low-depth WGS data. We also only retained 490,995 variants
by first selecting those with a minor allele frequency above 5% and then by performing
pruning on linkage disequilibrium with Gaston.
In the Cilento cohort, there are 19 individuals with WGS data. These individuals were
sequenced to an average depth of 50–60×. From this dataset, we took a list of per-variant
mean read depths and scaled each entry so that the global mean read depth would either
be 10, 5, or 2.5. These lists became the lists of mean depths for each variant for our simulation. For each individual level genotype G ij and for an assigned average read depth dj
for the position, we draw three sets of reads to represent the number of reads carrying
the reference allele A, the minor allele a, and error reads that carry a base that matches
neither A or a. The size of these three groups are denoted as RA, Ra , and Rε. We model
the occurrence of reads with Poisson distributions and thus draw RA as Poisson with
ij
ij
parameter ρA dj , Ra as Poisson with parameter ρa dj , and Rε as Poisson with parameter
ij
ρε dj . These parameters have values depending on the true genotypes G ij and the error
rate εj at the position as shown in Table 2.
The values of εj were drawn randomly as 10−uj with uj drawn uniformly between 2 and
3. In any case where RA = Ra = 0, we set the all three genotype likelihoods as a missing
genotype. In order to compute genotype likelihoods, we apply a flat prior and binomial
likelihoods as used in the simplest interpretation of the GATK calling algorithm. This

Table 2 Parameters of the Poisson distribution for reads carrying alleles A, a, and error reads,
depending on the true genotypes Gij and the error rate εj
Gij = 0
Genotype AA

Gij = 1
Genotype Aa

ρA

1 − εj

ij
ρa
ij
ρε

1
3 εj
2
3 εj

1
1
2 1 − εj +6 ε j

 1
1
2 1 − εj +6 ε j
2
3 εj

ij





Gij = 2
Genotype aa
1
3 εj

1 − εj
2
3 εj
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leads to the likelihood
of the

 observed
  reads occurring given the true genotypes as pro
ij RA

portional to ρA

ij Ra

× ρa

ij Rε

.

× ρε

Moment estimators of relatedness from low‑depth

In order to define our new moment-estimators for relatedness matrices, we give first a
brief introduction and explanation of notations and theory. Here, the concepts of additive and non-additive components are being borrowed from the literature of quantitative
genetics and in particular the polygenic models first proposed by RA Fisher [42] where
the genetic effects of each variant can be split into two orthogonal components. The
first being the additive contribution, describing the effect that increases linearly with the
number of minor alleles in the genotype, and the second being the non-additive contribution which describe the deviations away from the additive model caused by interactions between the two alleles and a single locus as is observed for example in recessive or
dominant models.
Genotype-based GRM estimates for kinship and fraternity matrices (denoted as K and
D, respectively) can be defined as follows:

Kii′ =

′
1 M ij
ij
XA × X A
j=1
M

ij

and

Dii′ =

′
1 M ij
ij
XD × X D
j=1
M

ij

where XA and XD are the classical additive and non-additive components of the individual level genotypes G ij which are defined as follows:
ij

j

ij

j

j

j

XA = α0 1{Gij =0} + α1 1{Gij =1} + α2 1{Gij =2}
j

j

XD = δ0 1{Gij =0} + δ1 1{Gij =1} + δ2 1{Gij =2}
where

k − 2qj
j
αk = 
, (k = 0, 1, 2) and
2pj qj

j

δ0 =

qj j
pj
j
, δ = −1, δ2 = ,
pj 1
qj

(1)

qj being the minor allele frequency of variant j and pj = 1 − qj . Alternative notations
are presented in [7] and [43] but give the same moment-estimators. The values of
j
j
j
(α0 , α1 , α2 ) are obtained through standardisation ofG ·j , interpreted as a random variable
(the SNP index j is fixed, the sample is constituted of the values G ij fori = 1, . . . , N ): its

expected value is 2qj and its standard deviation is 2pj qj (assuming Hardy–Weinberg
·j
proportions). The resulting random variable XA has expected value 0 and variance 1. The
j j j
values of (δ0 , δ1 , δ
2 ) can

 three constraints on the result then be determined by imposing
·j
·j
·j
·j ·j
ing variable XD:E XD = 0,var(XD ) = 1, and E XA XD = 0 (the two variables are independent—or ‘orthogonal’—in the sample).
It is well established that under the circumstances of correct Hardy–Weinberg proportions in the population and of having in-hand the correct value of the minor allele fre′
quencies, Kii′ will be an unbiased estimator of 2ϕ ii and Dii′ will be an unbiased estimator
′
of ψ ii . Such genetic relatedness matrices were first introduced in [44, 45] for kinship and
in [5] for heritability and have been repurposed for many other uses.
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Such moment estimators necessitate allele frequency information. For low-depth
sequencing data, it is possible to estimate allele frequencies directly from genotype probabilities. This is however problematic as the additional uncertainty in the data will characteristically lead to increased estimates of allele frequencies as well as potential perturbations
to Hardy–Weinberg proportions. This can be observed in Additional file 1: Fig. S10 where
we compared observed minor alleles frequencies and heterozygosity statistics from the
original simulated genotypes of CilentoSim against those estimated from genotype likelihoods at a depth of 2.5×. The perturbation to allele frequencies is difficult to avoid, but the
issue of potential Hardy–Weinberg deviations may be circumvented by defining our additive and non-additive components on estimated genotype frequencies (rather than allele)
in order to correctly achieve orthogonality. The derivations that we give here are equivalent
to those found in Vitezica et al. [43]. Not assuming Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium may also
aid LowKi to be robust to inbreeding in the sample, but as a moment estimator, LowKi does
not specifically account for inbreeding whereas NGSRelateV2 does.
Across the sample, we estimate genotype probabilities by averaging across all genotype
probabilities in the sample. First, individual genotype likelihood data (typically available on
ij
ij
ij
ij
a log-scale) in the formGLAA, GLAa , and GLaa are rescaled to genotype probabilitiesPAA,

j
ij
ij
ij
PAa , andPaa. Then we estimate genotype frequencies in the sample as: P AA = N1 N
i=1 PAA,


j
j
ij
ij
N
1
P Aa = N1 N
i=1 PAa, andP aa = N
i=1 Paa.
The additive and dominant component are defined as:
ij

∼j

ij

∼j

ij

∼j

ij

ij

∼j

ij

∼j

ij

∼j

ij

X̃A = α 0 PAA + α 1 PAa + α 2 Paa

X̃D = δ 0 PAA + δ 1 PAa + δ 2 Paa
∼j ∼j ∼j

As previously, the values of the triplet (α 0 , α 1 , α 2 ) are obtained by standardizing the vector with (0, 1, 2) using the observed mean and variance of the expected minor allele count
ij
(or genotype dosage) G̃ ·j which is constituted of the values G̃ ij for i = 1, . . . , N , where
 G̃ =
∼j ∼j ∼j
·j
ij
ij
PAa + 2Paa. The values of ( δ 0 , δ 1 , δ 2 ) are derived from the constraints E X̃D = 0,


·j
·j ·j
var(X̃D ) = 1, and E X̃A X̃D = 0, where, as before, expected values are computed across
the sample ( j is fixed and i goes from 1 to N ). We obtain


∼j ∼j ∼j

α0 , α1, α2



=



j

j

j

j

2

P Aa + 4P aa P AA − P Aa

− 1 

2
j
j
j
j
j
j
× −P Aa − 2P aa , 1 − P Aa − 2P aa , 2 − P Aa − 2P aa

and

�

∼j ∼j ∼j
δ 0, δ 1, δ 2

�

=

�

j
P aa

j

+4

j

P aa P AA
j

P Aa

j
+ P AA

�− 12

�
�
�
� j
� j 
� j j �
�P
�
P
P
P 
.
× � jaa , −2� aa AA
, � AA
2
j
j
P AA
P aa
P Aa

Finally, the GRM matrices using genotype likelihoods are computed as

K̃ii′ =

′
1 M ij
ij
X̃A × X̃A
j=1
M

and

D̃ii′ =

′
1 M ij
ij
X̃D × X̃D .
j=1
M
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Implementation

These estimators for kinship and fraternity have been implemented in the R-package
LowKi; for which the majority of the code is written in C++ to provide fast computation times. A vignette for testing LowKi has been made available, where toy datasets
are provided which were created from haplotypes of the 1000 Genomes Project and
the haplotype mosaic simulator Mozza which allows for the simulation of low-depth
WGS data.
Presented here are the default moment estimators of LowKi. However, LowKi also
accepts user specified estimations of minor-allele frequencies with a slight change in
the moment estimator calculations: In the case where external allele-frequencies

 are
∼j ∼j ∼j

used, Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium is assumed and the components α 0 , α 1 , α 2 and
 j j j
∼ ∼ ∼
δ 0 , δ 1 , δ 2 reduce and become equivalent to the ‘classical’ ones given in Eq. 1.
Furthermore, we have equipped LowKi with the functionality to calculate maximum-likelihood estimates of such frequencies from external datasets (or potentially
from within the study sample) using a simplified version of the method presented in
Kim et al. [34].

Correcting the bias

Our initial simulation results indicated a clear relationship between the average depth
and the biases in the estimates of both off-diagonal and diagonal elements in the
GRMs. Indeed, the bias observed appeared similar to the bias that occurs when hardcalled genotypes (setting the genotypes to the most probable genotype) are used for
estimating GRMs as reported by Dou
read depth, our
 et al. [23]. For a given average

simulation results suggest that E K̃ii′ = 2β1 ϕii′ and E D̃ii′ = β2 ψii′ for some
unknown constants β1 and β2.
Each off-diagonal element of matrices K̃ and D̃ is itself an average over many point
estimates from individual genetic variants. These point estimates come from genetic
variants with differing read depths and qualities and hence we should expect some
variants to be giving greater or lesser biased point-wise estimates. When the depth is
low, the three genotype probabilities tend to become less certain, we move further
represents
a certain genoaway from a tuple of probabilities such
 0, 0) (which

 as (1,

type of AA) towards a tuple such as 12 , 21 , 0 or even 13 , 31 , 13 where there is no certainty as to what the true genotype may be. This uncertainty or ‘fuzziness’ of the data
can be summarised by the variance of the genotype (here thought of as a random varij
ij
ij
iable taking values in {0,1,2} occurring at probabilities PAA, PAa , and Paa , respectively.




ij
ij
ij ij
ij
ij
We denote this measure as υ ij := PAa 1 − PAa + 4Paa 1 − Paa − 4PAa Paa . To demonstrate the relationship between this fuzziness and the bias in relatedness estimates,
we repeatedly simulated low-depth data for a single variant shared (with IBD status at
random) by two siblings; varying values of the average depth and minor allele frequency for the variant. Pairs of siblings are expected to share at least one haplotype
IBD for 50% of their genome and to share both haplotypes IBD for 25%. By varying
the depth, we could see the change in the expected bias (Additional file 1: Fig S11)
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suggesting clearly that additional uncertainty or ‘fuzziness’ in the genotype likelihoods gives a stronger downward bias in a GRM moment-estimate. In Additional
file 1: Fig S11, the average
estimates of kinship are plotted against the var point-wise
′ 
′
′
ying values of υ ii j := 21 υ ij + υ i j where the indices i and i denote the two siblings.
′

Different mean values of υ ii j came from simulating read data with depths varying
between 2 × and 25 ×. Here, we observed roughly linear relationships, with the slope
depending on the minor allele frequency of the variant and with a slightly convex
′
slope observed for the rarest variants. We can also see that as υ ii j tends to zero, the
multiplicative bias in our estimate tends to one; and thus the estimator becomes unbiased. This suggests that if we can have a model for this relationship between bias and
the fuzziness of each variant, it should be possible to gain an estimation of the unbi′
ased value of the relatedness coefficients between i and i . Hence we used an idea similar to simulation extrapolation [46] though rather than artificially adding more noise
to our data, we simply take advantage of the different levels of noise at different SNPs
and extrapolate what our relatedness estimators would be with zero noise.
j
j
Our point wise estimates for the two matrices are written as K̃ ′ and D̃ ′ and we
ii
ii
use linear regression to perform what was found to be the most successful modelling
approach:

  

′ 
′ 

j
E K ′ = z1 + z2 ϕii′ 1 + z3 υ ij + υ i j + z4 υ ij υ i j
ii

  

′ 
′ 

j
E D ′ = u1 + u2 ψii′ 1 + u3 υ ij + υ i j + u4 υ ij υ i j
ii

This model, selected empirically based on its performance, allows for the pair of indi′
viduals to have different levels of uncertainty, and the interaction term υ ij υ i j may help to
allow for the not completely linear relationships observed in Additional file 1: Fig. S11.
′
Here, ϕii′ and ψii′ are the kinship and fraternity coefficients between i and i , respec′
tively. The model represents the intuition that when the fuzziness (υ ij and υ i j ) is null, the
pointwise estimators should have expected values of the ‘true’ pointwise estimator from
full WGS data; though we allow for the expectation to be linear in the ‘true’ estimator by
introducing quantities z1 and z2 for kinship and u1 and u2 for fraternity. Indeed, all quantities z1−4 and u1−4 are nuisance parameters that allow a flexible modelling of potential
biases that could be created by studying low-depth data.
j
j
Using this model, regressing values of K̃ ′ or D̃ ′ across values of j against correspondii
ii
′
ing values of υ ij and υ i j leads to estimates of ϕii′ and ψii′ from the intercepts of the linear
regression models. Our adjustment procedure circumvents the nuisance parameters by
firstly performing the aforementioned regression on the diagonal elements of the matri′
ces K̃ and D̃ (i = i ) with the knowledge that 2ϕii and ψii should be equal to 1. Then in a
second step, we regress the mean (unadjusted) estimates ( K̃ii′ or D̃ii′ ) against the interj
j
cepts from the aforementioned linear regression models that compared K̃ ′ or K̃ ′ with
ii
ii
′
υ ij and υ i j in order to calculate the appropriate multiplicative biases β1 and β2, thus providing the required adjustment of the initial estimates of LowKi.
This adjustment procedure carries a computational burden, so we apply it to only a sub)
set of pairs which are chosen to represent a good range of relatedness estimates (ϕ or ψ
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among the unadjusted estimates in the sample calculated by LowKi. The adjustment procedure requires a set of pairs with variable unadjusted estimates to be successful, hence the
default settings are to take the 20 pairs with the highest unadjusted estimates, the 20 pairs
with the lowest unadjusted estimates, and all pairs involving a further random 100 individuals; but this can be changed by the user allowing for an adjustment using all pairs from
the sample using the option adjust.par = c(0, 0, n) where n is the sample size of the
dataset being analysed. The impact of the choice of these parameters is small but we did
observe that certain choices could provide very poor estimates which we have protected
against by restricting the possible choices that the user can provide; see Supplementary
Materials section ‘Adjustment parameters’ and Additional file 1: Fig. S12 for more details.
After performing multiple tests of LowKi in different setting, we observed that in the
case of small sample-sizes or when using externally sourced allele frequencies, the final
estimates sometimes could be upwardly or downwardly biased by a small additive factor
and all unrelated pairs would have coefficients distinct from zero. The final step of LowKi
makes an adjustment by shifting the 2 5th quartile of all coefficients to zero. This makes
an assumption that for all intents and purposes of LowKi, a large proportion of unrelated
pairs will be present in the sample (LowKi is aimed at larger samples), and hence this
quartile will indicate an unrelated pair who should have coefficients close to zero.
Testing existing software

To run SEEKIN (v1.01), we first applied BEAGLE (v4.1). BEAGLE was given reference
haplotypes from the 1000 Genomes project (Phase 3) and was run in windows of 750
variants with buffers of 250 variants. We found that BEAGLE required very long runtimes, hence we set the parameter ‘modelscale’ equal to 3 which the authors of BEAGLE
suggested in the software’s manual as an appropriate setting to increase both speed and
accuracy when applying BEAGLE to genotype likelihood data. Otherwise, both NGSRelateV2 and SEEKIN were run with the default recommended parameters.
Testing on real data

In order to test our method on a real dataset, we were given access to 150 individuals from FranceGenRef and down-sampled their individual bam files to an average of
2.5× coverage. The FranceGenRef panel comprises 856 individuals from the population
of France and combines individuals from the GAZEL cohort (www.gazel.inserm.fr/en),
from the PREGO cohort (www.vacarme-project.org), and 50 blood donors from the Finistere region. The down-sampling was achieved by simply counting the number of reads
in the original bam-files, and randomly sampling the appropriate proportion of these
reads given that full bam files correspond to average read depth of 35×. This set of 150
individuals contains two sibling pairs who have an expected kinship of 0.25 and expected
fraternity coefficient of 0.25. All other pairs are expected to have kinship and fraternity
coefficients very close to zero. There may be residual population structure in the sample
as individuals of FranceGenRef come from different regions in France; a country with
substantial fine-scale population structure [47]. Down-sampling and calling were performed with samtools (v0.1.19) [48], Sambamba (v0.7.1) [49], and GATK HaplotyeCaller
(v3.7) which provides the genotype likelihoods that we supplied to LowKi as well as
NGSRelateV2, and BEAGLE followed by SEEKIN.
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We observed that LowKi’s estimators were improved if variants with a very small
observed expected minor allele frequency were removed from the calculation and such a
j
j
filter has been added as a default option in LowKi. Specifically, the quantity P Aa + 2P aa
should be in the range 0.05 to 1.95. In the example of the 150 individuals of FranceGenRef, 1,009,181 variants out of a possible 1,051,789 were used in the calculation and the
same variant set was also provided to NGSRelateV2 for comparability.
Testing LowKi in diverse settings

To further explore the performance of LowKi in other sequencing scenarios, we constructed
simulated datasets based on data from the 1000 Genomes Project using the R-package
Mozza (https://github.com/genostats/Mozza). Mozza simulates multiple generations, building haplotype mosaics for generation n based on haplotypes present in generation n − 1.
Beginning with haplotypes built as a mosaic (the tiles of which having exponentially distributed length with expectation 20 cM) of the European haplotypes from the 1000 Genomes
project, 5 generations of 1000 individuals were simulated and 200 individuals from the last
two generations were retained, ensuring the presence of related individuals. Using different
realisations of this process of simulating such groups of 200 individuals, we simulated different sequencing scenarios of samples including related individuals (with sizable kinship and
fraternity coefficients). In this way we tested LowKi and NGSRelateV2 at very low depths, in
samples with heterogeneity in their sequencing depth, and for very small sample sizes.
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